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Executive Summary 
This document represents the second and last iteration of activities regarding the task “T4.2 – 
Serious gaming tools”. It represents an update and extension of the content of the first version 
“D4.2 – THREAT-ARREST serious games v1” and summarizes the activities that have been 
performed for the task T4.2 Serious gaming tools. The document introduces the concepts for 
the serious games in the form of the online gaming tools AWARNESS QUIZ and PROTECT, 
which are part of the Gamification Tool in the THREAT-ARREST platform, and the physical 
card game HATCH. Additionally, it discusses the assessment of trainees. This discussion 
includes a concept for the assessment of trainees, an overview of the interaction of the 
Gamification Tool with the Training Tool and the representation of training results in the user 
interface of the Training Tool. The deliverable describes also, how the gaming tools 
AWARENESS QUIZ and PROTECT will be integrated into training scenarios. The compliance 
of the THREAT-ARREST project to the General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) 
(EUROPEAN PARLIAMENT & COUNCIL OF THE EUROPEAN UNION, 2016) is also 
considered. In this connection, appropriate data privacy policies are specified. 

Within Work Package (WP) 4, the deliverable “D4.9 – THREAT-ARREST serious games v2” 
focuses on the concepts and implementation of the serious games and their conceptual 
integration into the training scenarios of THREAT-ARREST. The integration of the graphical 
user interfaces (GUIs) of the gaming tools into the visualisation of the THREAT-ARREST 
platform is considered in the deliverable “D4.8 – THREAT-ARREST Visualisation Tools v2” 
(Hildebrandt, et al., 2021). The discussion of the technical interaction of the gaming tools as 
part of the Gamification Tool with the Training Tool is contained in deliverable “D4.11 – 
Training and Visualisation tools IO mechanisms v2” (Koshutanski, et al., 2021). This 
discussion considers the initialization of the gaming tools and the transmission of results of 
finished games. The deliverable “D3.1 – CTTP Models and Programmes Specification 
Language” (Fysarakis, et al., 2019) describes the definition of instances of gaming tools for 
training scenarios within Cyber Threat and Training Preparation (CTTP) models. 
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1 Introduction 
This deliverable considers the serious gaming part of the THREAT-ARREST project. The 
serious gaming comprises serious games for training people in relation to the topic of social 
engineering. These serious games can be distinguished in the online games AWARENESS 
QUIZ (the name has been changed from AWARENESS QUEST to AWARENESS QUIZ) 
(Pape et al., 2020) and PROTECT (Goeke et al., 2019) as well as the physical card game 
HATCH (Beckers & Pape, 2016). 

The online games AWARENESS QUIZ and PROTECT are provided within the THREAT-
ARREST training platform by the Gamification Tool. In the following, AWARENESS QUIZ 
and PROTECT are also referred by the term gaming tools. The usage of the gaming tools is 
integrated in the THREAT-ARREST training programmes. A Gaming Tool is invoked by the 
Training Tool whereby the necessary information for the instantiation of a game is provided by 
the passed CTTP model. After a game has finished, the game results are communicated to the 
Training Tool via a message broker. 

The serious game HATCH represents a physical card game which is used for a training scenario 
in which the trainees are present on-site and that is moderated by a trainer. 

The further content of this deliverable is composed as follows: 

 Section 2 describes the game concepts for the serious games HATCH, AWARENESS 
QUIZ, and PROTECT. For the gaming tools AWARENESS QUIZ and PROTECT, 
their implementation and integration into the THREAT-ARREST training scenarios is 
discussed. Regarding the AWARENESS QUIZ, a process for the creation of quiz 
content is introduced, including the definition of metadata types for describing the 
content. 

 Section 3 considers the assessment of the performance of trainees that use the gaming 
tools. In addition to a concept for this assessment, the communication between the 
Training Tool and Gamification Tool is described. 

 Section 4 discusses the compliance of THREAT-ARREST to the GDPR and specifies 
concrete data privacy policies for the handling of data within the THREAT-ARREST 
project. 

 Section 5 considers the integration of the gaming tools AWARENESS QUIZ and 
PROTECT within THREAT-ARREST training scenarios. 

 Section 6 contains the conclusion of this deliverable. 

The deliverable shall convey an understanding of the concepts of the different serious games 
and their implementation. Furthermore, it shall outline, how the gaming tools AWARENESS 
QUIZ and PROTECT are integrated into the THREAT-ARREST training scenarios. As another 
outline, the deliverable shall represent how GDPR will be addressed in the context of the 
THREAT-ARREST project. 

Compared to initial deliverable D4.2, the main update is the description of the different 
components of AWARENESS QUIZ and their implementation. Furthermore, the definition of 
types of metadata for tagging questions and answers within the AWARENESS QUIZ are 
provided. Another important update with respect to AWARENESS QUIZ addresses the 
integration of AWARENESS QUIZ into THREAT-ARREST training scenarios. 

Regarding PROTECT, this deliverable describes improvements of its graphical user interface 
and functionality. For HATCH, a newly realized game scenario and a new process for creating 
new game scenarios are introduced. 
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The content for the trainee performance assessment design is adapted to the latest state of the 
THREAT-ARREST platform and it is referring now to the concrete implementation of the 
Training Tool. 
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2 THREAT-ARREST Serious Games 
SEA has developed three different serious games for certain use cases. The use scenario for 
HATCH (see subsection 2.1) is a dedicated offline training session with a trainer. Teams play 
with cards in groups with 3 to 5 persons. The AWARENESS QUIZ (the name of the quiz game 
has changed from AWARENESS QUEST to AWARENESS QUIZ) and PROTECT are online 
games. The AWARENESS QUIZ (see subsection 2.2) is a quiz game that allows different 
single player modes. PROTECT (see subsection 2.3) is a single player game in a patience like 
manner. Both online games are meant to be played in short sessions as “in between games”. 
Thus, a trainer is not needed, but the results of the games can be reported for further analysis. 

2.1 HATCH 
HATCH is a card game which can be used to serve two purposes: 

1. Elicitation of requirements (Beckers & Pape, 2016) 

2. Training of awareness against Social Engineering attacks (Beckers, et al., 2016) 

In this project, we focus on the use of HATCH as a serious game for raising the awareness of 
Social Engineering attacks. 

 

2.1.1 Short Description 
The rules of the game are as follows: 

1. Each player draws a card from the deck of human behavioural patterns (principles), e.g. 
the Need and Greed principle. The game is designed based on existing published work 
(e.g. Stajano and Wilson (2011), cf. (Beckers & Pape, 2016)). 

2. Each player draws three cards from the deck of the social engineering attack techniques 
(scenarios), e.g. phishing. The game is designed based on existing published work (e.g. 
Gulati (2003); Peltier (2006), cf. (Beckers & Pape, 2016)). 

3. The players decide if they take the roles of insiders or outsiders to the organization. 

4. After a brainstorming phase, each player presents an attack to the group and the others 
discuss if the attack is feasible. 

5. The players get points based on how viable their attack is and if the attack was compliant 
to the drawn cards. The player with the most points wins the game. 

Figure 1: HATCH Gaming Sessions 
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6. As debriefing, the perceived threats are discussed, and the players reflect their attacks. 
They may be supported by the company’s security personal. 

 
Figure 2: HATCH Material 

An attack consists of a psychological principle and a social engineering attack scenario. The 
player’s task is it to come up with a convincing story how an attack based on the cards could 
happen. The other players discuss how likely the described attack may succeed and how well it 
matches the shown cards. Based on the result of the discussion the other players determine the 
player’s score for the described attack. 

 

 
Figure 3: HATCH Cards 

In the training/awareness raising version of the game, the attacks take place in a virtual scenario 
with a board showing the layout of the considered organisation and persona descriptions 
allowing the players to determine a persona’s knowledge, password and if he/she might fall for 
a certain attack. 

2.1.2 New Designs 
In the THREAT-ARREST project the cards were redesigned. That means, the description of 
the psychological principles and the social engineering attacks were enhanced and the layout 
was substantially re-designed. Images of the new design are shown below. We will apply the 
new design to all type of cards. 
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Figure 4: New Layout for HATCH Cards 

2.1.3 Planned Novel Game Scenarios 
So far, there exist three different scenarios (Beckers & Pape, 2016): A small office of the ACME 
company, a larger scenario for the SIDATE energy provider with several outposts and a general 
scenario for the collaboration of a small company with an external consulting company. As 
sketched above, scenarios include a map of the considered organisation along with a set of 
persona descriptions. 
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Figure 5: HATCH Game Plan 
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Figure 6: HATCH Persona Cards 

During the runtime of the THREAT-ARREST project we will run several workshops with 
HATCH and develop specific scenarios based on the project pilot scenarios: smart shipping, 
smart home and electronic health care. These scenarios will be based on expert interviews and 
designed by the experts from SEA that have done this multiple times. 

2.1.4 Shipping Scenario 
In the context of the THREAT-ARREST project, SEA provided several sessions of HATCH at 
the 6th NIS summer school 2019 on Crete, Greece. Therefore, SEA created a new game scenario 
which considers, corresponding to the THREAT-ARREST pilot smart shipping, the sector of 
shipping. This scenario considers the fictional container vessel “Valentina”, its crew, and 
responsible personnel onshore. SEA created a new game plan which represents the vessel and 
its crucial systems which could be targets for social engineering attacks (see Figure 7). 
Additionally, SEA conceptualized new persona cards for the crew of the Valentina which 
represent the captain (see Figure 8), 1st officer, 2nd officer, chief engineer, cook, as well as a 
deck cadet, a boatswain, and a maintenance worker. The persona cards with respect to the 
ashore personnel are comprised by an operator (see Figure 9) and a port agent. 

 

 
Figure 7: HATCH game plan for shipping scenario 
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Figure 8: Persona card of the crew representing the captain of the Valentina 

 

 
Figure 9: Persona card of the ashore personnel representing an operator 

2.1.5 Systematic Scenario Creation 
To allow a systematic way of creating new scenarios, we propose a method to create specific 
scenarios for HATCH by considering domain-specific properties (Hazilov & Pape, 2020). Our 
method is based on the work of Faily and Flechais (Faily & Flechais, 2011), who created 
personas utilizing grounded theory. 

 

 
Figure 10: Process of creating a new HATCH scenario 
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Figure 10 shows the process of creating a new scenario. In Stages 1-3, interviews are conducted, 
transcribed and coded. Following Faily and Flechais’ method for developing personas, we 
developed propositions from codes (Stage 4), such as ‘more consultants are hired for project 
than clients’, ‘with the exception of client’s assistants, consultants are generally younger’ and 
‘generally, the consulting team consists of 4 to 5 people’. These propositions were summarized, 
assigned to concepts and categorized (Stage 5). As the last step, appropriate propositions were 
selected and stated as potential characteristics of a persona to write persona narratives and 
develop the scenario (Stage 6). For this purpose, all personas-related concepts and propositions 
were reviewed again, in order to identify most valuable and meaningful insights, and later 
embodied into future personas. For example, the propositions from the concepts ’roles’ and 
’age’ lead to the decision of having more consulting personas (4) than personas of the client 
company (3). Furthermore, with the exception of the client’s assistant, all consulting personas 
are younger than personas of the client. In the same manner, propositions were used to develop 
professional consultants’ working environment and surroundings. 

2.1.6 Summary of Features 
Table 1 summarizes the features of HATCH. 

Table 1: Features of HATCH 

Name HATCH 

Objectives  Training of awareness against social engineering attacks 
 Elicitation of security requirements for a company 

Game type Card game 

Implementation Physical tabletop game 

Number of players 3 to 5 persons 

Customization HATCH can be adapted to certain scenarios by creating an appropriate 
game plan and Persona cards 

Role within 
THREAT-ARREST 

Training of awareness against social engineering attacks, whereby each 
player takes the role of the attacker as well as the attacked in a game of 
HATCH 

 

2.2 AWARENESS QUIZ 

2.2.1 Short Description 
We decided to change the name of the game AWARENESS QUEST (see (Goeke, et al., 2019), 
subsection 2.2) to AWARENESS QUIZ because this name better describes the characteristics 
of the game. 

Security awareness made fun and lightweight is the goal of the AWARNESS QUIZ, a simple 
web-based application that runs in a browser optimized for smart phone screens. This way 
trainees can do the training whenever they have a few minutes to spare just relying on their 
phones. 

The AWARNESS QUIZ contains a set of questions that allows assessing the security awareness 
of company employees with regard to concerns such as password policies or letting 
unauthorized personal enter a company building (Manifavas et al., 2014). This serious game 
will be enhanced with advanced scenarios of real cyber threats. We elaborate on how we plan 
to organize the content management for the AWARNESS QUIZ in subsection 2.2.3. 
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2.2.2 Game Concept 
The concept is to allow employees of companies to do quizzes with social engineering scenarios 
relevant for the domain they are working in. An employee gets a set of questions with different 
levels of challenges and timing constrains. The game will continuously be enriched with new 
questions about social engineering threats or cybersecurity attacks that use social engineering 
in some shape or form. The game is an electronic game because of these permanent updates an 
implementation as a physical game would not be possible. 

The objective of the game is to sensitize employees for the threats and negative consequences 
through social engineering attacks. To this, a question describes a scenario of a real-world attack 
in an abstract way and asks for the biggest threats in the scenario. The correct answers represent 
impacts which result from a successful execution of the considered attack. Thus, incorrect 
answers represent consequences which cannot result from the attack (Pape, et al., 2020). 

The game offers also various modes. We describe these modes in the following: 

 Predefined Quiz: A player plays alone with a predefined quiz. Here, the set of questions 
deals with certain aspects in order to convey knowledge regarding a specific context. 
For example, the questions of a quiz could consider attacks which target a particular 
industry sector. Compared to version 1 of this deliverable (Goeke, et al., 2019), the name 
of this mode has changed from Single Quest to Predefined Quiz because this name better 
represents the characteristics of the quiz mode. 

 Context Quiz: In this single player quiz, the set of questions for a quiz is compiled on 
the fly based on information which represents the interests of the player. This quiz mode 
can be used by players to increase their knowledge with respect to specific attack types 
or to keep their knowledge regarding new attacks up to date. For example, a quiz could 
contain only questions about attacks which are executed by using emails or all new 
attacks which have been executed from a certain date onwards. The name of this mode 
has changed from Context Quest to Context Quiz related to the change of the game name 
to AWARENESS QUIZ. This feature could be also utilized by the Adaptation Tool in 
order to adapt the training process based on the trainee’s demands (“D4.10 – CTTP 
Programme Adaptor v2”). 

The single player game is meant to have a learning curve with a slow degree of increase in 
difficulty. This will keep the flow of players at a constant pace. In the first version of the 
platform (D4.2), the additional multiplayer modes Versus Quest, Pick Quest and Draw Quest 
had been conceptualized (see (Goeke, et al., 2019), subsection 2.2.2). During the subsequent 
design phase, it became apparent that these multiplayer modes are not appropriate in the context 
of the THREAT-ARREST training programmes. On the one hand, it became visible that the 
learning objectives are better achieved with the single player quizzes. On the other hand, the 
organizational effort to plan and schedule the quiz duels for the employees of a company would 
be inappropriate. Nevertheless, the motivation and a positive competition between the players 
is also achieved by the single player modes because the employees of a company can compare 
their results and can discuss the played attack scenarios among each other. 

2.2.3 Integration of Real Attacks into the Game 
The game will rely on the same technical specifications as PROTECT. The presentation will be 
offered by a WEB GUI which will be optimized for smart phones and desktop computers. The 
persistent data storage will be a database which is hosted in the THREAT-ARREST platform. 
In this context, the database only stores quizzes with the corresponding questions and answers, 
as well as the definition of metadata types. The user data and scores of players is stored within 
the Training Tool. 
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The attacks in the game will be based on various online sources. We provide the following 
Table 2 of example attacks, which will be extended during the next months in the project. 

Table 2: Sources for social engineering attack scenarios 

Webpage/Article/Document Description 

Real World Examples The webpage (Anon., 2019) provides descriptions of real-world 
examples for social engineering. 

23 Social Engineering Attacks You 
Need To Shut Down 

The online article (Peterson, 2016) provides a short introduction 
into the theme of social engineering. After that, it explains 23 social 
engineering attacks. For several attacks the appropriate 
countermeasures and defence behaviours are discussed. 

The 7 Best Social Engineering 
Attacks Ever 

The online article (Peters, 2015) considers seven social engineering 
attacks. The different attacks are explained by referencing actual 
incidents based on the executions of the attacks. After the 
description of the attacks, recommendations according to the 
awareness against social engineering are given. 

Chrome, Firefox, and Opera users 
beware: This isn’t the apple.com 
you want 

The online article (Goodin, 2017) describes the exemplary 
provision of an internationalized domain name (IDN) homograph 
attack. Such an attack exploits weaknesses of Punycode1 that 
specifies the transformation of Unicode to a subset of ASCII 
characters in the context of the representation of international 
domain names. In the described attack a domain name has been 
registered that shall feign the domain name “apple.com”2. This is 
achieved by using only Cyrillic characters in the fake domain 
name3. For a user it is quite difficult to identify that the fake domain 
name in the web browser consists of Cyrillic characters. 

How Hacktivists Have Targeted 
Major Media Outlets 

The online article (Lemos, 2013) considers attacks of the Syrian 
Electronic Army against major news outlets. The objective of these 
attacks has been the distortion of online media content. A large 
amount of the attacks has been started by using phishing emails. 

Sicherheits-Report: Unternehmen 
setzen selbst simple 
Schutzmechanismen nicht um  
(translation of the author: Security 
report: Companies do not even 
implement simple protection 
mechanisms) 

The online article (Ries, 2016) emphasizes the threats emanating 
from phishing emails. 

Als Chef getarnt fordern Internet-
Kriminelle Geld von Firmen 
(translation of the author: Disguised 
as the head, internet criminals 
demand money from companies) 

The online article (Schaible, 2016) describes an actual provision of 
a social engineering attack scenario that uses impersonation. In the 
context of the considered attack, the attacker impersonates 
himself/herself as the head of the targeted company and demands 
the employees of the company via email to perform money 
transfers. 

                                                 
1 https://www.rfc-editor.org/rfc/rfc3492.txt 
2 https://www.apple.com/ 
3 https://www.аррӏе.com/ 
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Webpage/Article/Document Description 

Deutsche Industrie zieht 
Cyberkriminelle an 
(translation of the author: German 
industry attracts cyber criminals) 

The online article (dpa, 2016) states that 69 percent of the German 
industry companies have been victims of information security 
attacks. In this connection, a large percentage of attacks have been 
initiated by current or former employees. Additionally, the most 
common types of attacks that have been executed are listed. 

Cybersecurity Governance: an 
experiment with Brazilian banks' 
employees on Facebook 

The paper (Terlizzi, et al., 2016) describes the execution of an 
experiment that examines whether employees of banks are more 
prepared to avoid social engineering attacks on Facebook® than 
typical users of the platform. 

Hacker Publishes Personal Info of 
20,000 FBI Agents 

The online article (Franceschi-Bicchierai, 2016) describes the 
robbery of personal information of 20000 agents of the Federal 
Bureau of Investigation4 (FBI) and 9000 officers of the Department 
of Homeland Security5 (DHS). For the attack, the attacker used 
compromised credentials to get access to the confidential data. He 
got these credentials by applying social engineering against an 
employee of the Department of Justice6 (DoJ). 

Public Awareness and Prevention 
Guides 

On the website (Anon., 2019), the European Union Agency for Law 
Enforcement Cooperation7 (EUROPOL) provides public awareness 
and prevention guides regarding crimes, threats and frauds in the 
context of the usage of information technology, internet activities 
and social media. These guides reference among others social 
engineering attacks like fraud scam and vishing. 

Allianz für Cyber-Sicherheit 
(Alliance for Cyber Security) 

On the webpage (Anon., 2019), the Allianz für Cyber-Sicherheit8 
(Alliance for Cyber Security) provides among others information 
according to social engineering attacks and corresponding 
countermeasures (see (BSI, 2019) and (Hesse, 2015)). 

Falsche Polizei am Telefon 
(translation of the author: Wrong 
police at the telephone) 

The post (Anon., 2019) describes a social engineering attack 
scenario in which fraudsters impersonate themselves as police 
officers that call their victims by telephone. The fraudsters offer 
them to store their jewelry and cash safely by the police to avoid its 
loss due to burglaries in the neighborhood. For this, they should 
hand over their jewelry and cash to a colleague that would come by 
later. 

 

These table has been extended internally during the project duration. Especially with respect to 
sources which address social engineering attacks in the context of the COVID-19 pandemic. 
The URL to a particular source will be represented for each question in the AWARENESS 
QUIZ itself. 

Figure 11 illustrates the process that we will follow to identify and prepare social engineering 
attacks. We will in regular intervals query established sources for attacks similar to the ones 
listed beforehand (see Figure 11, step 1). Afterwards, we will formulate an abstracted question 
scenario based on the attack source (see Figure 11, step 2). The created question is tagged with 
metadata which describes the characteristics of the attack (see Figure 11, step 3). For example, 
the category of an attack could be “baiting” and the targeted industry sector could be the 
                                                 
4 https://www.fbi.gov/ 
5 https://www.dhs.gov/ 
6 https://www.justice.gov/ 
7 https://www.europol.europa.eu/ 
8 https://www.allianz-fuer-cybersicherheit.de/ACS/DE/Home/startseite.html 
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“shipping domain”. The definition of the different types of metadata is described in detail in 
subsection 2.2.4. Next, if available, corresponding correct answers, which represent an impact 
of the considered attack, are selected from the pool of predefined answers and are refined if 
necessary (see Figure 11, step 4). If the answer pool should not contain appropriate answers, 
new answers are created and tagged with metadata regarding the attack category. The same 
tasks are performed for the association of incorrect answers, which describe impossible 
outcomes of the attack (see Figure 11, step 5). Finally, the created question, depending on its 
topic, can be added to a new quiz or integrated into an existing quiz (see Figure 11, step 6). The 
described process ensures that all attacks in AWARNESS QUIZ do refer to real reports of social 
engineering attacks from credible sources. 

 

 
Figure 11: AWARENESS QUIZ Attack Source Analysis (cf. (Pape, et al., 2020), Fig. 4) 

2.2.4 Specification of Metadata Types 
As already mentioned in the context of the process for attack source analysis (see Figure 11), 
the questions and answers within the AWARENESS QUIZ are tagged with metadata of 
predefined types. These metadata can be used for the following use cases: 

 Identification of relevant existing questions during the creation of a quiz for a certain 
topic. 

 Identification of suitable existing answers for a newly created question. 

 On the fly compilation of a set of existing questions for a Context Quiz (see subsection 
2.2.2) based on provide metadata. 

A metadata type is defined by the following properties: 

 Name of metadata type: Specifies the name of a metadata type; 

 Description: Describes the logical meaning of the metadata type; 

 Multiplicity: Specifies the number of metadata items which must be assigned to a 
question or answer at least and can be assigned at most; 

 Value type: Defines if a metadata value is represented as a string, numeric, or date value; 

 Predefined values: Specifies predefined values for metadata types whose values are 
represented as strings; 
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 Extensible values: This Boolean value defines if the set of predefined values: 

o can be extended by new values, which means that there are no restrictions to the 
used metadata values for the metadata type, or 

o cannot be extended, which means that only the predefined values can be used as 
potential metadata values for the metadata type.  

Table 3 shows the definition of metadata types for questions.
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Table 3: Definition of metadata types for tagging questions 

Name of  
metadata type 

Description Multi-
plicity 

Value 
type  

Predefined values Exten-
sible 

values 
Type of attack 
execution 

Specification if an attack is executed: 
(i) directly on site by an attacker (e.g. an attacker tries to get 
access to a secured area by pretending to be business partner who 
has an appointment) 
(ii) indirectly by using a technical medium (e.g. vishing by 
phone, phishing via email) or  
(iii) combinations of direct and/or indirect executions 

1..2 String Directly, Indirectly no 

Attack category Categories by which an attack is typified 1..* String Phishing, Spear Phishing, Whaling, 
Business Email Compromise, Vishing, 
Shoulder Surfing, Dumpster Diving, etc. 

yes 

Type of attacker Types the executer of an attack 1..* String Fraudster, Cyber Criminal, Intelligence 
Service, Hacker, etc. 

yes 

Feigned identity Defines the identity of the entity/person which/who is feigned by 
the attacker during an attack 

1..* String  Bank, Tax Authority, CEO, Cousin yes 

Context of 
victims 

Specifies the context of the victims who are targeted by an attack 1..2 String Individual, Organisation  no 

Min age of 
victim 

Minimum age of targeted victims 0..1  Numeric not relevant not 
relevant 

Max age of 
victim 

Maximum age of targeted victims 0..1 Numeric  not relevant not 
relevant  

Gender of victim Gender of targeted victims 1..3 String  Female, Male, Transgender no 

Interests of 
victim 

Interests of targeted victims 0..*  String  Cooking, Gaming, Programming, Soccer, 
Traveling, Pets, Handicrafts, Science 
Fiction, Literature, etc. 

yes 

Internet usage of 
victim 

Characteristics regarding the internet usage of designated victims 0..*  String  Occasional, Often, Only for Shopping, etc. yes 
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Name of  
metadata type 

Description Multi-
plicity 

Value 
type  

Predefined values Exten-
sible 

values 
Sector9 Specification of the sector/industry of organisations which are 

targeted by an attack 
0..* String Shipping domain, State Institutions, Energy 

Suppliers, Financial Institutes, etc.  
yes 

Department9 Defines certain departments of an organisation which are 
affected by an attack 

0..* String Finance, Human Resources, IT, etc.  yes 

Role9 Indicates roles of employees of an organisation which are 
targeted by an attack 

0..* String Financial Accountant, CEO, Administrator, 
etc.  

yes 

Motivation for 
attack 

Specifies the motivation for executing an attack 1..* String Espionage, Criminal Intend, Interest in 
Hacking, etc.  

yes  

Objective of 
attack 

Defines the objective of an attack 1..* String Illegal Financial Transactions, Gaining of 
sensitive Information Data, Identity Theft, 
etc.  

yes 

Exploited 
psychological 
pattern 

Psychological pattern which is tried to be exploited by an attack 1..* String Authority, Good Faith, Laziness, Fear etc.  yes 

Used technology Technology which has been used during the attack 0..* String Telephone, Email, etc.  yes  

Geographical 
spreading 

The geographical area where the attack has been conducted 1..* String Worldwide, Europe, Italy, Crete, Apulia, 
Madrid, etc.  

yes  

Start of attack 
period 

Start of the time period in which the attack has been executed 0..1 Date not relevant not 
relevant 

Start of attack 
period 

End of the time period in which the attack has been executed 0..1 Date not relevant not 
relevant 

 

 

                                                 
9 CONDITION: This parameter shall only be used when the parameter Context of victims contains the value Organization 
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Answers are only tagged by metadata values of the type Attack category (see Table 4). This 
allows a proposal of predefined answers which could fit potentially to a newly created question 
of a certain attack category. 

Table 4: Definition of metadata types for tagging answers 

Name of  
metadata 

type 

Description Multi-
plicity 

Values 
Type  

Predefined values Extensible 
values 

Attack category Categories by 
which an attack is 
typified 

1..* String Phishing, Spear 
Phishing, Whaling, 
Business Email 
Compromise, Vishing, 
Shoulder Surfing, 
Dumpster Diving, etc. 

yes 

2.2.5 Overview AWARENESS QUIZ Components 
This section discusses the different components of the AWARENESS QUIZ. The main 
components in the form of the Quiz Game and the Quiz Manager are shown in Figure 12. The 
component Quiz Game represents the actual quiz which is played by a trainee in the context of 
a training program. The Quiz Manager allows the game content editor to create, edit, and 
manage: (i) quizzes, (ii) questions, (iii) answers, and (iv) metadata types. To this, the game 
content editor logs in to the Trainer GUI of the Training Tool and can from there open the Quiz 
Manger. 

 

 
Figure 12: AWARENESS QUIZ components 

The Quiz Game is described further in subsection 2.2.6. In subsection 2.2.7 the Quiz Manager 
is discussed in detail. 
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2.2.6 Quiz Game 
This section discusses the concepts and implementation of the Quiz Game component which 
realizes the playing of the actual quizzes within AWARENESS QUIZ. Figure 13 shows the 
representation of a question during a running quiz in the graphical user interface (GUI) of the 
Quiz Game. 

As it has already been mentioned, the questions of a quiz are based on real-world attacks. The 
displayed question in Figure 13 is based on an email campaign with malicious attachments 
which was executed at the beginning of the COVID-19 pandemic (Threat Intelligence Team, 
2020). In this context, the sent email pretends to origin from the World Health Organisation10 
(WHO) and to provide an e-book in the attachment which includes crucial information and 
guidance with respect to the coronavirus. The email text emphasizes the importance of the 
information in the e-book, especially regarding the protection of children and business centre 
(cf. (Threat Intelligence Team, 2020)). When the file of the e-book is opened inside the attached 
zip archive, a malware is downloaded on the computers of the victims. 

Within the Quiz Game, this attack scenario is explained in an abstract way (see Figure 13, text 
field Scenario). The reference to the source for the scenario is provided to the player top right 
in the GUI (see Figure 13). This allows and shall motivate the players to do further own research 
regarding an attack which leads to a deeper understanding of the attack and its consequences. 
The actual question asks for the biggest threat(s) in the explained scenario (see Figure 13, text 
field Question). A player has to select the correct answer(s) from the set of provided answers 
(see Figure 13, Please select the correct answers selectable text fields). Here, the correct 
answer(s) present an impact which can be caused by the attack. Incorrect answers describe 
impacts which are not possible due to the attack. With regard to the scenario in Figure 13, only 
the answer “The sender of the email is not the WHO and your computer gets compromised 
when you open the attachment” is correct. 

 
Figure 13: Representation of a question in the Quiz Game GUI during a quiz 

By the creation of a question, its level of difficulty is defined by the value of the weighting 
parameter (see subsection 2.2.7.2). The weighting value can be used when the questions for a 
context quiz shall have certain levels of difficulty. 

During a quiz, a player has to answer the corresponding set of questions by selecting the correct 
answers for each question. The player has a certain amount of time to answer a question. When 
a question is answered correctly, the score is increased by a predefined number of points. An 

                                                 
10 https://www.who.int/ 
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incorrect answer or a non-answering of the question in the given time causes a decrease of the 
score by a predefined number of points and the loss of a life. A quiz is won when all its questions 
have been answered. A quiz is lost when a player has lost all his/her lives. 

At the bottom of the Quiz Game GUI starting from left, the following information is presented 
to the player: 

 Time for Question: Remaining time for answering the current question; 

 Question: Total number of questions in a quiz and the number of played questions, 
including the current question; 

 Points: Current score; 

 Lives: Number of remaining lives. 

The selection of answers for a question is confirmed by clicking the Confirm Selection-button 
which is placed bottom right in the Quiz Game GUI (see Figure 13). 

The game flow of a quiz is supported by appropriate dialogs which provide necessary 
information and instructions to the player. Figure 14 shows the dialog which is displayed after 
a question has been answered correctly. It informs the player that the question has been 
answered correctly and that he/she can continue the quiz by pressing the New Question-button. 

 

 
Figure 14: Dialog after a question has been answered correctly 

After a question has been answered incorrectly, the corresponding dialog provides the correct 
answer(s) and an explanation of the attack scenario (see Figure 15). When the player clicks on 
the Return to question-button the dialog closes and he/she returns to the question (see Figure 
16). Thus, the player is given the opportunity to analyse the correct and wrong answers. The 
quiz continues after the player has clicked the New Question-button. 
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Figure 15: Dialog after a question has been answered incorrectly 

 

 
Figure 16: Repeated display of a question after an incorrect answer 

The different parameters regarding the invocation of a quiz game are configurable. These 
configuration parameters are described in detail in subsection 5.1. 

2.2.7 Quiz Manager 
The Quiz Manager enables the management of: 

 quizzes, 

 questions, 

 answers, and 

 metadata types. 

These different types of information are stored in a pool, each of which can be edited by a 
corresponding editor (see Figure 17). 
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Figure 17: Editors and corresponding pools of the Quiz Manager 

The different editor types are discussed in the following. 

2.2.7.1 Metadata Type Editor 
The Metadata Type Editor enables the creation of the metadata types which are specified in 
Table 3 and Table 4. Of course, the set of metadata types for questions and answers can be 
extended if necessary. 

Figure 18 shows the actual implementation of the main view of the Metadata Type Editor which 
lists the set of defined metadata types. The existing metadata types can be edited and deleted. 
By clicking the New Type-button, a new metadata type can be created. 

 
Figure 18: Main view of the Metadata Type Editor 
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Figure 19 represents the creation of the metadata type Type of attack execution (see Table 3) in 
the Metadata Type Editor. It shows that every metadata type is identified by a unique identifier 
which is generated automatically in the parameter ID. The name of the metadata type which is 
defined by the parameter Name is represented in an upper camel case-notation. This notation is 
also used in the description of metadata types in the corresponding CTTP gamification model 
to avoid matching errors. A description of the metadata type is specified by the parameter 
Description. The Value Type parameter specifies that metadata values of the type Type of attack 
execution are presented as a string. The Min. (minimal) and Max. (maximal) Cardinality 
parameters define that at least one and at most two metadata values of this type must be or 
rather can be assigned to a question. The possible metadata values “Directly” and “Indirectly” 
are defined in the parameter Predefined Values. Here, again the upper camel case-notation is 
used. Because the parameter Extensible Values is not set, only the predefined values are 
potential metadata values for the defined metadata type. The setting of the parameter metadata 
for defines that metadata values of this type can only be assigned to questions. 

 
Figure 19: Creation of the metadata type “Type of attack execution” 

Figure 20 shows the creation of the metadata type Attack category (see Table 3). Compared to 
the metadata type Type of attack execution, an infinite11 number of metadata values of the type 
Attack category can be assigned to a question or answer. The fact that metadata values of this 
type can be assigned to questions and answers is specified by the settings of the parameter 
metadata for. The parameter Predefined Values defines possible metadata values. Because this 
set of predefined values is specified as extensible by the parameter Extensible Values, it can be 
extended by new values during the creation of new questions and answers. 

                                                 
11 In this context infinite means the upper value range of the numeric type used for the implementation. 
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Figure 20: Creation of the metadata type “Attack category” 

2.2.7.2 Question Editor 
The Question Editor allows the definition of questions for the question pool (see Figure 17) 
from which existing question can be: 

 added to a predefined quiz, or 

 taken into account during the on the fly compilation of a set of questions for playing a 
context quiz. 

Usually, the Question Editor is used for adding a new question to the question pool after 
information about a new social engineering attack has be identified (see Figure 11). 

The main view of the Question Editor which lists the predefined questions from the question 
pool is presented in Figure 21. Figure 22 shows the creation of the question with respect to the 
malicious email attachment attack which has been introduced in the subsection 2.2.6. Each 
question is identified by a unique identifier which is generated automatically. Furthermore, the 
specification of the corresponding attack scenario, the actual question and the explanation of 
the scenario is performed. Additionally, the URL to the source which provides the content of 
the original attack description is defined. The value of the Weighting parameter (see Figure 22) 
indicates the level of difficulty for a question. In this connection, numeric values in the range 
from “1” (very easy) to “9” (extremely difficult) represent the level of difficulty. 
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Figure 21: Main view of Question Editor which lists predefined questions from the question pool 

 

 
Figure 22: Creation of question in Quiz Editor 

Figure 23 and Figure 24 show the assignment of metadata to the current question in the 
corresponding view of the Quiz Editor. Here, the parameter names of metadata types of which 
at least one metadata value has to be assigned (see subsection 2.2.4) are marked by a red 
coloured start. If predefined metadata values for a certain type already exist, these values can 
be selected (see subsection 2.2.4). When the set of metadata values of a particular type is 
extensible, new metadata values can be entered (see subsection 2.2.4). 
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Figure 23: Assignment of metadata to question part 1 

 

 
Figure 24: Assignment of metadata to question part 2 

With respect to the adding of questions to the current question, the Quiz Editor enables the: 

 addition of predefined answers from the answer pool (see Figure 17), and 

 the creation of new answers. 

Figure 25 shows the adding of a predefined answer from the answer pool. The set of potential 
answers has been limited by filtering for answers which are tagged with the metadata value 
MaliciousAttachment of the type AttackCategory. It can be seen that the selected answer 
represents an incorrect answer. The creation of a new answer for the current question is 
presented in Figure 26. This answer represents the correct answer. Each answer is identified by 
a unique identifier which is generated automatically. The selection of the Correct Answer 
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checkbox indicates that the answer represents a correct answer. Figure 27 shows the assignment 
of metadata to the created answer. 

 
Figure 25: Adding of a predefined answer from the question pool to a question inside of Quiz Editor 

 

 
Figure 26: Creation of a new answer for question inside of Quiz Editor 

 

 
Figure 27: Adding of metadata to a created answer for a question inside of Quiz Editor 

Figure 28 shows the complete definition of the question with all related answers. 
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Figure 28: Representation of created question with added answers 

2.2.7.3 Answer Editor 
The Answer Editor enables the creation, editing, and deletion of predefined answers which are 
stored in the answer pool (see Figure 17). These answers can be reused during the creation of a 
new question. The answer pool includes especially incorrect questions which are usually more 
suitable for reuse due to their rather general statements. 

Figure 29 shows the main view of the Answer Editor which lists the predefined answers from 
the answer pool. The creating of a new incorrect answer with respect to attacks scenarios with 
malicious attachments and the assignment of metadata to this answer is presented in Figure 30 
and Figure 31. 

 

 
Figure 29: Main view of Answer Editor which lists the predefined answers from the answer pool 
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Figure 30: Creation of a new answer inside the Answer Editor 

 

 
Figure 31: Assignment of metadata to a newly created answer inside the Answer Editor 

2.2.7.4 Quiz Editor 
The Quiz Editor provides functionality for the creation, editing, and deletion of quizzes. Figure 
32 shows the main view of the Quiz Editor in which all available predefined quizzes from the 
quiz pool (see Figure 17) are listed. In this context, for each quiz there is provided: 

 its uniquely identifier, 

 its name, 

 the description of the theme of the quiz, and 

 editorial information regarding its version, the date of the last update and its current 
revision status. 

For example, the quiz “COVID-19 quiz” includes questions with respect to social engineering 
attacks which are specific for the COVID-19 pandemic. 

In Figure 33, predefined questions from the question pool are added to the COVID-19 quiz. To 
this, the set of potential questions for reuse has been specialized via filtering by the metadata 
value “COVID-19” of the metadata type Context of attack (see Table 3). The Quiz Editor also 
provides functionality for creating new questions for the current quiz. The editor views for 
creating questions correspond to the particular views of the Question Editor (see subsection 
2.2.7.2). If appropriate, a newly created question can additionally be added to the question 
manager for further reuse. Figure 34 shows the definition of the COVID-19 quiz after questions 
have been added. 
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Figure 32: Main view of Quiz Editor which lists available quizzes 

 

 
Figure 33: Addition of predefined questions to current quiz 

 

 
Figure 34: Representation of current quiz after questions have been added 
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2.2.8 Quiz Games of AWARENESS QUIZ 
At the date of this deliverable, the following quiz games are under development: 

 COVID-19 Quiz: This quiz addresses real-world social engineering attacks which are 
specific to the COVID-19 pandemic. 

 Botnet Quiz: This quiz considers different aspects of botnet attacks. 

2.2.9 Summary of Features 
The features of AWARENESS QUIZ are summarized in Table 5. 

Table 5: Features of AWARENESS QUIZ 

Name AWARENESS QUIZ 

Objectives Training of awareness against social engineering attacks  

Game type Quiz 

Implementation Online game 

Number of players  One player in two different single player modes 

Customization Expandability of the set of questions and corresponding answers of the 
quiz based on information of real-world social engineering attacks that is 
elicited by a specific content management process (see Figure 11) 

Role within 
THREAT-ARREST 

Training of awareness against social engineering attacks by a quiz game  
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2.3 PROTECT 
This section considers the serious online game PROTECT that implements a training for the 
subject of social engineering. A short description of the game is provided in the subsection 
2.3.1. 

The game concepts of PROTECT are based on the work of Aladawy et al. (Aladawy, et al., 
2018). Within this work, the specified concepts have been examined by performing a case 
study. For this case study, a prototype tool has been developed. The subsection 2.3.2 discusses 
the completely new implementation of the game concepts of (Aladawy, et al., 2018) in the form 
of PROTECT. It also describes partial improvements of these concepts that have been made for 
the implementation of PROTECT. Subsection 2.3.3 considers the game concepts and 
mechanisms of PROTECT in detail. 

Since the first version of this deliverable (Goeke, et al., 2019), the graphical user interface 
(GUI) of PROTECT and further functional features have been improved. These improvements 
include: 

 animations regarding the scoring, 

 a highlighted representation of the expiring game time, 

 a new placing of Attack cards, 

 a diversified representation of the card deck, and 

 an enhanced shuffle algorithm. 

A detailed description of the improvements occurs in the subsection 2.3.3. Additionally, new 
learning content in the form of the card decks for the different THREAT-ARREST pilot 
scenarios has been created. These card decks are described in subsection 2.3.4. The features of 
PROTECT are summarized in subsection 2.3.5. 

2.3.1 Short Description 
PROTECT is a serious game for sensitizing people for social engineering. The main goal of 
this serious game is to “inoculate” people against social engineering attacks. This inoculation 
is achieved by confronting people repeatedly with social engineering scenarios in order to 
trigger an appropriate response. 

PROTECT is designed to achieve the following goals: 

1. increasing awareness for social engineering, 

2. training resistance to persuasion, and 

3. addressing the general population. 

PROTECT realizes a serious game in the form of a card game. It is implemented as an online 
game for single players that is played in a web browser. 

The primary game concept of PROTECT is the confrontation of a player with possible social 
engineering attacks. For an attack, a player shall select the appropriate defense mechanism that 
ensures a secure outcome of the attack. Both, social engineering attacks and defense 
mechanisms are represented by corresponding types of cards. The game concepts and game 
mechanisms of PROTECT are discussed in detail in the subsection 2.3.3. 

2.3.2 Novel Game Implementation in the Form of PROTECT 
PROTECT is based on the design goals and game concepts of a serious game based on the work 
of Aladawy et al. (Aladawy, et al., 2018). This work also contains a case study including an 
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empirical evaluation of the described serious game. For conducting the case study, a prototype 
of the serious game, named PERSUADED, has been implemented. PERSUADED represents 
only a proof of concept which has been developed for the evaluation of the game concepts and 
mechanisms of (Aladawy, et al., 2018). 

PROTECT is a completely new implementation of the design goals and game concepts of 
(Aladawy, et al., 2018) and the PERSUADED prototype. This new implementation takes 
findings from the case study into account. Based on this study, also some game concepts of 
(Aladawy, et al., 2018) have been adapted for PROTECT. In this context, PROTECT 
implements the following improvements: 

1. An additional algorithm for the appearance of Attack cards on top of the card deck has 
been implemented within PROTECT. This algorithm enables beginners an easier start 
for playing the game. 

2. Joker cards, which can be played as a defense for any Attack card, have been added. 

The changed game concepts are explained in more detail in the subsection 2.3.3. 

PROTECT also provides a completely new designed user interface (see Figure 35 and Figure 
36). Compared to PERSUADED, the user interface of PROTECT (see Figure 36) is much more 
ergonomic and the game flow as well as the resulting user interaction are more self-explanatory. 
Additionally, the PROTECT user interface is a more realistic simulation of a real-life card 
game. Therefore, it creates a friendlier game atmosphere that results in more gaming fun. 

 

 
Figure 35: Graphical User Interface of PERSUADED 
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Figure 36: Graphical User Interface of PROTECT 

Compared to PERSUADED, another major improvement of PROTECT is the implementation 
of the cards. Within the PERSUADED prototype, every card is implemented by a single image 
that has to be created with help of special tools. In PROTECT the content of the cards of a deck 
are defined in a JSON format. Every card is defined by a single JSON file. The graphical 
representation of a drawn card is generated on the fly during a game, based on the content of 
the corresponding JSON file. The definition of cards based on JSON files enables an easier and 
faster creation of new cards. Because JSON files can be created with any text editor, there is no 
need for special tools. The definition of cards in JSON is especially important in the context of 
the THREAT-ARREST project. This is because the creation of new card decks corresponding 
to the different pilot scenarios within the project is extremely simplified. 

Another new feature of PROTECT is the ability to configure certain parameters for the 
instantiation of the game. These parameters include among others the: 

 game time, 

 number of lives of a player, and 

 identifier of the card deck to be played. 

The configuration feature is very crucial within the THREAT-ARREST project, because it 
enables certain instantiations of PROTECT for corresponding training scenarios. Additionally, 
it allows the definition of difficulty levels for a game of PROTECT with a certain card deck. A 
detailed discussion of the configuration parameters of PROTECT is provided in subsection 5.2. 

In contrast to the PERSUADED prototype, the final implementation of PROTECT shall have 
a degree of maturity that allows a commercial provision of the tool. Table 6 compares the 
features of PERSUDED and PROTECT. 
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Table 6: Comparison of features of PERSUADED and PROTECT 

Features PERSUADED PROTECT 

Technology Readiness Level TRL 4 
TRL7  

(at the end of the THREAT-
ARREST project) 

Suitable GUI for mobile devices no yes 

Configuration of game parameters no yes 

Definition of difficulty levels no yes 

Representation of cards digital images based on JSON files 

Provision of standard card deck yes yes 

Selection of different card decks no yes 

Attack cards yes yes 

Defense cards yes yes 

“See the future” cards yes yes 

“Skip turn” cards yes yes 

Joker cards no yes 

Different algorithms for appearance of 
attack cards 

no yes 

2.3.3 Game Concepts and Mechanisms of PROTECT 
This section discusses the game concepts and game mechanisms of the serious game 
PROTECT. 

Regarding its game concept, PROTECT is designed as a single player game with easy rules and 
a low complexity. Based on that, PROTECT implements a card game that realizes a patience 
and solitaire game approach. This game approach enables a player to play the game at any time 
independently from other persons. Because the deck of cards is shuffled before a game starts, 
each game is different from the previous game(s) (cf. (Aladawy, et al., 2018), Chap. 3, p. 5). 
This fact shall motivate players to play the game repetitively. Because of the low complexity, 
the initial barrier for playing the game is quite low and the focus is on the actual content of 
teaching. 

In the following the game mechanisms of PROTECT are discussed. While playing PROTECT, 
the player is confronted with social engineering threats. Here, the player takes the role of the 
attack receiver/defender. The task of the player is the selection of the appropriate defense 
mechanism for the attacks. A defense mechanism is a pattern of behaviour that prevents a 
successful conduct of the corresponding attack (cf. (Aladawy, et al., 2018), Chap. 1, p. 2). 

PROTECT is implemented as an online game, because online games reduce the preparation 
effort for a game to a minimum, compared to tabletop games. Furthermore, online games can 
be played much better on the way. Together with a short playing time, PROTECT can be easily 
integrated into the players’ life. 

In the following, the different types of cards within PROTECT are discussed. A social 
engineering attack is represented by a certain type of cards named Attack cards. These cards 
display attack scenarios in textual form. Defense mechanisms are represented by so called 
Defense cards. These cards display the appropriate behavioural patterns for the defense also in 
textual form. For each Attack card exists exactly one corresponding Defense card. 
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In addition to Attack and Defense cards, PROTECT provides the following special cards: 

1. “See the Future” cards allow the player to take a look on the next three cards on the 
top of card deck. 

2. “Skip turn” cards allow the player to skip the top card of the deck and put this card to 
the bottom of the deck. It is only allowed to play a “Skip turn” card if the top card of 
the deck is still hidden (cf. (Aladawy, et al., 2018), chap. 1, p. 4). 

3. “Joker” cards are wildcards that can be selected by the player as a defense mechanism 
for every Attack card. 

The Joker cards represent an extension of PERSUADED. By playing Joker cards, players can 
achieve a good score even if they do not know the appropriate defenses for some attacks. This 
shall keep up the motivation of the players high, to play the game repeatedly. Within 
instantiations of PROTECT with a more advanced difficulty level, the number of Joker cards 
in the card deck is reduced more and more. 

Before the first game of PROTECT in a certain web browser on a particular device starts, a 
tutorial is displayed which explains the game concepts and mechanisms of PROTECT to the 
player (see Figure 37). This tutorial is also represented before a game when the data of the web 
browser has been deleted. Before subsequent games of PROTECT and during a game, the 
tutorial can be opened by clicking the Tutorial-button in the menu (see Figure 38). 

At the beginning of a game of PROTECT, all cards are included in a random order in the card 
deck that is positioned in the top right corner of the PROTECT GUI (see Figure 38). Compared 
to the prior version of the PROTECT GUI, the card deck is now displayed in a fanned 
presentation. Due to this, it can now clearly be identified as a card deck and not be mistaken for 
a single card. During the evaluation of the first version of the THREAT-ARREST platform by 
the THREAT-ARREST pilot owners (under WP7), it happened that only one Defense card was 
on the hand of a player when an Attack card has been drawn. Thereupon, the shuffling algorithm 
has been modified in a way that the order of cards ensures that at least two Defense cards are 
on the player’s hand when an Attack card has to be defended. 

Below the card deck, a progress bar has been added which informs the player about the number 
of remaining cards in the deck (see Figure 38). The representation of the current game score is 
positioned right center under the progress bar (see Figure 38). 

The expiring game time is positioned bottom right in the PROTECT GUI, whereby its graphical 
representation has been improved (see Figure 38). Thus, the time starts with a representation in 
green color which turns to yellow color in the second third of the game. In the last third, the 
time representation is colored red and starts blinking in the last minute. 

The remaining lives of the player are represented by pink heart symbols at the bottom of the 
GUI (see Figure 38). A running game can be interrupted by the player by pressing the Pause-
button in the menu. The Restart-button for restarting a running game of PROTECT has been 
removed because this functionality was inappropriate in the context of THREAT-ARREST 
training programmes. 
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Figure 37: Tutorial before the first game of PROTECT 

 

 
Figure 38: Properties of the PROTECT GUI 

The first game of PROTECT starts by an automatic drawing of the top card from the card deck 
after the tutorial has been closed. Subsequent games are started when the first card is drawn by 
clicking on the card deck. 

When the card deck is empty, the game is won. The game is lost when: 

1. the game time is up before finishing the deck, or 
2. a player has lost all his/her lives. 
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Before every turn in the game, the top card of the deck is always hidden. At the beginning of 
a turn, a player can perform one of the following actions: 

1. Draw the top card on the deck; 
2. Playing a “See the future” card or “Skip turn” card if such a card is on the player’s hand. 

Any drawn card that is not an Attack card, is put to the hand of the player. After that, the turn 
is over. All cards on the player’s hand are placed on the table that is included in the graphical 
user interface (see Figure 39). 

 

 
Figure 39: Drawn cards on the hand of the player 

If the drawn top card represents an Attack card, it is placed on a new special field which is 
positioned top left in the GUI (see Figure 40) Thus, the action of drawing an Attack card and 
its textual content are more emphasized compared to its representation in the previous 
PROTECT GUI version, in which a drawn attack card was represented inverted on the top of 
the card deck. The drawing of an attack card is additionally indicated by a displayed dialog 
which also represents the text of the attack card (see Figure 41). After clicking the Select 
Defense-button, the player has to select the appropriate Defense card for the drawn Attack card. 
The selection of the correct Defense card is confirmed by a certain dialog (see Figure 42) and 
the score is increased. A new animation informs the player by which number of points the score 
has been increased (see Figure 43). Both, the drawn Attack card and the selected Defense card 
are removed from the game. 
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Figure 40: Drawing of an Attack Card 

 

 
Figure 41: Dialog to indicate the drawing of an Attack card 
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Figure 42: Dialog after the correct Defense card has been selected 

 

 
Figure 43: Animation for increasing the score 

If an incorrect Defense card has been chosen, an appropriate dialog is shown (see Figure 44) 
and the text of the correct defense is displayed to the player in a further dialog (see Figure 45). 
Additionally, the player loses a life and the score is decreased. The decreasing of the score is 
graphically presented by an animation. A further animation which is displayed above the pink 
heart symbols informs the player about the number of remaining lives (see Figure 46). The 
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drawn Attack card is removed from the card deck. The selected Defense card stays on the hand 
of the player. 

If the player does not know the correct defense for an attack or has no Defense card on the hand, 
he/she can also play a Joker card, if possible, to repeal the attack. In this case, the score is also 
increased. The player is not allowed to play a “Skip turn” card after the top card on the deck 
has been drawn. 

 

 
Figure 44: Dialog after selection of an incorrect Defense Card 
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Figure 45: Display of the correct defense after an incorrect Defense Card has been selected 

 

 
Figure 46: Animations after incorrect answer 
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As it can be seen in Figure 46, all Defense cards contain the same icon in the form of a shield. 
In contrast to that, the Attack cards for the different types of social engineering attacks include 
a respective icon. This is to avoid that correct matches of Attack and Defense cards could be 
implied by the icons of the cards. 

As already mentioned in subsection 2.3.2, PROTECT provides an additional algorithm for the 
appearance of Attack cards on top of the card deck, compared to PERSUADED. The concepts 
in (Aladawy, et al., 2018) do not define any restrictions for the appearance of Attack cards on 
the top of the card deck. Because of that, it can happen that the player draws an Attack card for 
which no appropriate Defense card is included on his/her hand. In this case, the player is forced 
to play an incorrect Defense card and loses a life. This fact shall encourage the player to use 
“See the future” and “Skip turn” cards in the following way. 

The player can play a “See the future” card (see Figure 47) to see the next three cards on the 
deck. If these cards include any Attack cards, he/she can check if the appropriate Defense cards 
are: 

 on his/her hand, or 
 contained in the future cards itself at the right position. 

If the future cards should contain any Attack cards for which no corresponding Defense cards 
are available, the player can remember the order of these Attack cards and play a “Skip turn” 
card to skip such an Attack card when it is on the top of the deck. In this way, he/she can prevent 
the loss of a life. The provision of this game strategy increases the learning effect because the 
player studies the content of any Attack cards included in the future cards more carefully. This 
also applies for the content of the current Defense cards on his/her hand. Furthermore, he/she 
matches Attack cards partly against defense mechanisms that are not represented by Defense 
cards on the player’s hand. 

The provision of the strategy, as mentioned before, requires an increased understanding of the 
game from the player. Additionally, it has a random factor because of the random order of the 
cards in the deck. 

In the study for PERSUADED, the players have rated the original algorithm for the appearance 
of Attack cards, mentioned above, as negative. This result has been taken into account for the 
game concept and implementation of PROTECT. Thus, PROTECT provides, additionally to 
the original algorithm, a further concept for the appearance of Attack cards. The implementation 
of this concept ensures only Attack cards for which an appropriate Defense card is currently on 
the hand of the player can be drawn. In this scenario, the player can use the “See the future” 
cards and “Skip turn” cards to skip Attack cards for which he/she is not able to identify the 
appropriate Defense card on the hand. 

Because the new algorithm for the appearance of Attack cards makes the playing of PROTECT 
easier, it is used for players at the beginner level. Accordingly, the original algorithm is used 
for advanced players in more ambitious training programmes. During an instantiation of 
PROTECT, it can be configured which concept shall be used. 
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Figure 47: Display of the next three cards on the top of the deck  

after playing a “See the future” card 

2.3.4 PROTECT Card Decks 
At the date of this deliverable, the following card decks have been created: 

 Smart Shipping card deck: This card deck considers different social engineering attacks 
in the context of the THREAT-ARREST smart shipping pilot. The attack scenarios 
address the crew abroad ships as well as personnel onshore. 

 Health Care card deck: This card deck has been created in the context of the THREAT-
ARREST health care pilot. It includes several social engineering attacks with respect to 
employees of a cancer registry. 

 Smart Home card deck: The content of this card deck addresses a scenario regarding 
the THREAT-ARREST smart home pilot. Because this card deck does not consider 
social engineering scenarios, it shows that the usage of PROTECT can be extended to 
further aspects of information security. The smart home card deck has been developed 
for training product-owners of smart home devices. To this, the content of the card deck 
addresses information security and data protection aspects which have to be considered 
in the design of smart home devices. In this connection, the first card type represents 
potential threats to smart home devices. The second card type represents corresponding 
security requirements which have to implemented by a smart home device to counteract 
the different threats. Accordingly, for a threat card the corresponding security 
requirement card has to be selected. 

 General Social Engineering card deck: This card deck considers general social 
engineering attacks which do not correspond to any of the THREAT-ARREST pilots. 
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2.3.5 Summary of Features 
Table 7 summarizes the features of PROTECT. 

Table 7: Features of PROTECT 

Name PROTECT 

Objectives Training of awareness against social engineering attacks  

Game type Patience card game 

Implementation Online game 

Number of players Single player  

Customization Attack and Defense cards can be adjusted and/or created for different 
scenarios. 

Role in THREAT-
ARREST 

Training of awareness against social engineering attacks. These attacks 
address the THREAT-ARREST pilot scenarios smart shipping, smart home 
and health care. 
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3 Trainee performance assessment design for Serious Games 

3.1 Trainee Assessment Concept 
As also described in detail in D4.8 (Hildebrandt, et al., 2021), the Training Tool acts as the 
main entry point and interface of the whole of the THREAT-ARREST platform. Apart from 
delivering user authentication, it provides an overview of all the available Cyber Threat and 
Training Preparation (CTTP) scenarios that are retrieved from the Assurance Tool, which can 
be assigned by the trainers to individual trainees. 

Both trainers and trainees have access to detailed information pertaining to scenario information 
as well as assessment of each trainee’s performance and scores from engaging the available 
courses and scenarios. 

The detailed trainees’ information also includes their profile details, such as their company role 
and expertise, that enables the trainers to create tailored courses based on the trainees’ 
individual abilities. 

The overall trainees’ assessment is based on a multitude of metrics reported to the Training 
Tool by all participating modalities, such as the duration of gameplays, usage of hints, etc., are 
then compared and scored based on the expected action traces that are defined in the CTTP 
models. 

3.2 Integration with Serious Games 
When a scenario gameplay commences, the Training Tool first performs an overall health check 
of all participating modalities to ensure a priori the availability of all gameplay features and 
functionalities. With regards to the Gaming Tool this is done by a Hypertext Transfer Protocol 
(HTTP) request. 

After the successful health check, the Training Tool releases the gameplay and instantiates and 
configures all modalities by providing their respective CTTP model. More details about the 
sequence of communications can be found in D4.11 (Koshutanski, et al., 2021). 

The initialisation of the Gamification Tool is performed through a dedicated JWT-token-based 
URL call, which includes the CTPP model input along with information about each training 
session. This information includes, among others, the session ID, the user ID, and the role ID. 
More details about the interconnection with the Gamification Tool can be found in D4.11 
(Koshutanski, et al., 2021). 

Upon completion of a gaming tool gameplay phase, detailed information is reported by the 
Gamification Tool to the Training Tool, containing the trainee’s accumulated score, gameplay 
duration, etc., which is then portrayed in the overall trainee’s performance dashboard. 

3.3 Wireframes of Training Tool and Dashboard with Respect to 
Gamification Tool 

The assessment of the serious games will be visualised through the THREAT-ARREST 
Dashboard. The trainer/administrator will be able to have an overview of all scenarios, as 
depicted in Figure 48, and assign them to trainees. For the scenarios that include the playing of 
a game, the trainee is given secure links to connect to the interface of the relevant gaming tool. 
Upon completion of a trainee’s gameplay, his/her score assessment is reported back to the 
Training Tool. 

In terms of assessment, the trainer will have access to both an aggregated overview of all 
trainees (see Figure 49) and of more details for each trainee (see Figure 50). 
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Finally, each trainee will have an overview of his/her status through his/her personal dashboard 
(see Figure 51). More details about the functionalities of the Dashboard are presented in the 
deliverable “D4.8 – THREAT-ARREST visualisation tools v2” (Hildebrandt, et al., 2021). 

 

 
Figure 48: Visualisation of available scenarios in THREAT-ARREST Dashboard 
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Figure 49: Visualisation of trainees’ assessment in THREAT-ARREST Dashboard 

 

 
Figure 50: Visualisation of individual trainee’s assessment status in  

THREAT-ARREST Dashboard for trainers 
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Figure 51: Visualisation of individual trainee’s assessment status in  

THREAT-ARREST Dashboard for each trainee 
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4 Compliance with GDPR 
The main principles and rights according to Regulation 2016/679/EU: General (personal) Data 
Protection Regulation12 (GDPR) (EUROPEAN PARLIAMENT & COUNCIL OF THE 
EUROPEAN UNION, 2016) that apply to THREAT-ARREST: 

 Right to the protection of personal data; 
 Principle of free flow of personal data between Member States; 
 Principle of the general interest and public security; 
 Principle of transparency - fair and transparent processing; 
 Lawfulness/Legitimacy of Processing; 
 Data Minimization; 
 Privacy-by-Design; 
 Data Subjects’ rights. 

According to these principles, systems, and technologies should be designed in a way that 
ensures that data protection is limited to: (a) what is necessary for the purpose for which the 
data are collected; and (b) only those who need to access the personal data can do so. To that 
end, the following section provides an overview of the approach and the technologies used in 
the THREAT-ARREST project to ensure the alignment with these policies and regulations. 

4.1 Data Privacy Policies in THREAT-ARREST 
Taking into consideration the GDPR regulation, the following data privacy policies are defined 
in THREAT-ARREST that are described in the subsections 4.1.1, 4.1.2, and 4.1.3. 

4.1.1 Privacy Notice and Terms and Conditions 
The THREAT-ARREST platform ensures that all users (both trainees and trainers) become 
aware of the terms and conditions and the privacy policy. 

Regarding the privacy policy, it requires that the following should be disclosed: 

 What personal information is collected through the Training Tool; 
 What’s the purpose of collecting this information; 
 How the collected information is used by business and/or by any third parties, and for 

how long it is retained; 
 How the user can access, review, and make changes or ask for deletion of his/her 

information. 

Regarding the Terms and Conditions agreement (T&C), also known as a Terms of Service or 
Terms of Use agreement, it is the legal agreement that sets forth the rules, requirements, and 
standards of using a website or a mobile/desktop application, etc. 

For THREAT-ARREST, the privacy policy will be visible in the training platform for both 
trainees and trainers. The Data privacy policy in detail can be found in subsection 4.2. 

4.1.2 Opting Out – Withdraw Permissions 
Apart from the privacy policy, the THREAT-ARREST application provides the capability to 
the users to opt out from granting consent for their personal data that was previously given or 
withdraw any permissions that may have been granted through the application. 

                                                 
12 https://eur-lex.europa.eu/eli/reg/2016/679/oj 
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Moreover, the application supports the functionality of account deletion upon user request 
(right-to-be-forgotten); on top of that, the user is able to decide which data are deleted and what 
are left (anonymized) for research purposes. 

4.1.3 Password Security and Retention Policy 
The last measure used in THREAT-ARREST in order to ensure alignment with data privacy 
policies and regulations, is related to password security and the relevant retention policy. 

How passwords are stored, and reset is a critical aspect of GDPR security compliance (e.g. 
(Hatzivasilis, 2020; Hatzivasilis, 2017; Hatzivasilis et al., 2015)). Clients and staff members 
may unwillingly forget or need to reset passwords for a number of reasons. GDPR security 
requirements dictate that companies must be able to demonstrate that their password reset 
processes and procedures are secure. Systems must be in place, for example, to prevent help 
desk employees who may be involved in resets from directly accessing passwords. 

The optimum way to ensure this is through the use of a secure “self-service” password reset 
system. These systems can make use of two- or multi-factor authentication to check that the 
person requesting the reset is the legitimate owner of the account. A common method to 
implement this for online services, that will be also used within the THREAT-ARREST 
platform, is to transmit an automatically generated reset code to the telephone number 
associated with the individual account name. If used within a short period of time, this process 
then opens a temporary window when a password reset may occur using the account name or 
email address. 

On top of that, specific guidelines and restrictions will be provided regarding the complexity of 
the passwords that the users will have to use. In more detail, passwords would necessarily need 
to consist of at least 10 digits and be complex with at least 3 different types of characters, with 
the available types being small letters, capital letters, numbers, and special characters. 

Finally, THREAT-ARREST users will need to update their passwords periodically; a 
notification will be sent to the users after 3 months of having the same password, in order to 
log in to the application and change it. Specific guidelines will be provided, and the user will 
not be able to use the same password for a second time. 

4.2 The THREAT-ARREST Data Privacy Policy 

4.2.1 Types of Data collected - What data does the training platform collect 
This application collects socio-demographic data, data related to your position in the company, 
and data related to the performance in training games and scenarios. 

4.2.2 Your personal data – what is it? 
Personal data relates to a living individual who can be identified from that data. Identification 
can be possible from this information alone or in conjunction with any other information in the 
data controller’s possession or likely to come into such possession. The processing of personal 
data is governed by the GDPR (EUROPEAN PARLIAMENT & COUNCIL OF THE 
EUROPEAN UNION, 2016). The only personal data that you will be asked for is your name, 
the location of your residential, work, shopping and leisure activities. 

4.2.3 Your results – what is it? 
By the term “responses”, we refer to the outcomes of the training sessions that you will carry 
out. The only personal data that you will be asked for is your name, age, gender and position in 
the company. All the other questions do not require the release of any further personal data, and 
thus to avoid any confusion, we call them responses. 
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4.2.4 How do we process your personal data? 
All the THREAT-ARREST partners who are based in Europe and IBM (who is based in Israel 
– covered by the EU/Israel Adequacy decision of 31.1.2011) comply with the obligations under 
the GDPR (EUROPEAN PARLIAMENT & COUNCIL OF THE EUROPEAN UNION, 2016) 
by keeping personal data up to date; by storing and destroying it securely; by not collecting or 
retaining excessive amounts of data; by protecting personal data from loss, misuse, 
unauthorized access and disclosure and by ensuring that appropriate technical measures are in 
place to protect personal data. 

4.2.5 Sharing your data/responses 
Your personal data and responses will be used/processed only by the THREAT-ARREST 
partners. The THREAT-ARREST partners will use your personal data and responses only for 
the purposes of the research project THREAT-ARREST. No personal data will be shared with 
external parties. 

4.2.6 Retaining your data 
Your personal data will be retained in the THREAT-ARREST platform for as long as you do 
not “opt-out”; regardless the opting-out option, your personal data will not be stored for more 
than 1 year after you have entered it. 

4.2.7 Your rights and your personal data 
You have the right, at any time, to know whether your personal data has been stored. 
Additionally, you can consult the data controller to learn about their contents and origin, to 
verify their accuracy or to ask for them to be supplemented, cancelled, updated or corrected, or 
for their transformation into anonymous format or to block any data held in violation of the law, 
as well as to oppose their treatment for any and all legitimate reasons. 
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5 Implementation of Training Scenarios for Serious Games 
This chapter describes in a general way how trainings scenarios can be implemented for the 
serious gaming tools AWARENESS QUIZ (see subsection 5.1) and PROTECT (see subsection 
5.2). 

5.1 Implementation of a Training Scenarios for AWARENESS QUIZ 
When a game of AWARENESS QUIZ is invoked in the TRAINING TOOL, the latter passes a 
CTTP gamification model to the AWARENESS QUIZ. This model includes all necessary 
information for playing a quiz game in the context of a particular training scenario. Based on 
the information from the passed CTTP gamification model, the parameters of the corresponding 
quiz to be played are configured. The value of the CTTP gamification model parameter 
quizMode indicates if a quiz is played with a predefined quiz or as a context quiz (see subsection 
2.2.2). By means of this information, the backend of the AWARENESS QUIZ generates a 
configuration file for the instantiation of a quiz which contains the configuration parameters for 
the relevant mode. The configuration parameters for a quiz in the different quiz modes are 
defined in Table 8. 

Table 8: Configuration parameters for a quiz 

Configuration parameter 
name 

Description 
Relevant quiz 

modes 

numberOfAvailableLives Number of lives a player has during a quiz both 

timeForQuestion Time in which a question shall be answered both 

pointsAddedToScore 
Number of points by which the score is increased 
when a question is answered correctly 

both 

pointsRemovedFromScore 
Number of points by which the score is decreased 
when a question is answered incorrectly 

both 

quizId Identifier of the predefined quiz to be played Predefined quiz 

numberOfQuestions 
The number of questions which shall be played in 
a context quiz 

Context quiz 

minDifficulty 
Defines the minimum level of difficulty 
(weighting) for questions within the question set 

Context quiz 

maxDifficulty 
Defines the maximum level of difficulty 
(weighting) for questions within the question set 

Context quiz 

questionMetdata 
Defines the set of metadata parameters and 
corresponding types based on which the questions 
for the question set are determined 

Context quiz 

  metadataType Defines the type of metadata Context quiz 

   metadataValue 
Represents the metadata value(s) of the 
corresponding type 

Context quiz 
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5.2 Implementation of Training Scenarios for PROTECT 
A game of PROTECT can be adjusted to a certain training scenario by the configuration of the 
following data: 

 The content of the Attack and Defense cards of the card deck for a game of PROTECT; 

 The difficulty level of which PROTECT is instantiated. 

The THREAT-ARREST training platform enables the model-driven specification of training 
programs by using CTTP models. The content of a training program corresponds always to the 
target group of trainees for that it has been specified. A target group could be for example a 
certain sector of industry, state authorities or a specific company. 

Concerning the use of PROTECT in a training program, it is crucial that the set of social 
engineering attacks which are represented in the card deck cover all the characteristics of the 
targeted organization. Such characteristics include among others business processes, types of 
processed/stored information, used communication channels, and facilities of an organisation. 
Because of that, it is necessary to check if the standard card deck of PROTECT is sufficient for 
a training program. If this is not the case, the card deck has to be adjusted. To this: 

 relevant existing Attack and Defense cards are modified by updating the content of the 
associated JSON files (see subsection 2.3.2), and/or 

 new pairs of appropriate Attack and corresponding Defense cards are added by creating 
the corresponding JSON files. 

A game of PROTECT is invoked by the Training Tool. During the invocation the Training Tool 
passes a CTTP model which contains the necessary information on the basis of which of 
PROTECT is instantiated. This information includes the identifier of the card deck to be played 
and the time for the game. A further model information indicates the level of difficulty in which 
the game shall be played. In this context, a certain level of difficulty is mapped to the values of 
certain configuration parameters of PROTECT which are defined in Table 9. Every card deck 
can be played on different levels of difficulty. The number of difficulty levels for a card deck 
depends on its playability and is determined by the gaming experts within the THREAT-
ARREST project. 

Table 9: Internal configuration parameters of PROTECT 

Configuration Parameter Description 

Number of lives  
Numbers of lives that a player has during a game of 
PROTECT 

Number of Joker cards  Number of Joker cards that are contained in the card deck 

Number of “See the future” cards 
Number of “See the future” cards that are contained in the 
card deck 

Number of “Skip turn” cards 
Number of “Skip turn” cards that are contained in the card 
deck 

Increase of score 
Number of points that are added to the score when the 
correct Defense card or a Joker card has been selected for 
an Attack card 

Decrease of score 
Number of points that are removed from the score when 
an incorrect Defense card has been selected for an Attack 
card 
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Configuration Parameter Description 

Gaming algorithm 

Specifies the gaming mode: 
 Beginner mode: The needed Defense card to repel a 

drawn attack card is always on the player’s hand  
 Advanced mode: The needed Defense card to repel a 

drawn attack card is not necessarily on the player’s 
hand 
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6 Conclusions 
This deliverable represents the second and last version of the documentation of the serious 
gaming tools. It describes the implementation of the serious games HATCH, AWARENESS 
QUIZ, and PROTECT. 

With respect to HATCH, a newly implemented game scenarios and a new process for the 
creation of new game scenarios have been introduced. For AWARNESS QUIZ, its game 
concepts as well as the architecture of its components and the corresponding implementation 
have been described. Additionally, we introduced a modified approach for the management of 
content for AWARENESS QUIZ, including the definition of types for meta-information. 
Regarding PROTECT, the new implementation and partial improvement of the concepts of 
(Aladawy, et al., 2018) by PROTECT have been discussed. As an update, further improvements 
to PROTECT which have been implemented since the first version of this deliverable were 
described. 

Furthermore, this deliverable has provided an updated version regarding the design for the 
assessment of trainees and the communication between the Training Tool and the Gamification 
Tool. Also, we discussed the compliances to the GDPR. 

The main contributions of this deliverable are the concepts and implementation of the gaming 
tools as well as their integration into the THREAT-ARREST platform. At this, the integration 
includes the configuration of games within the gaming tools based on CTTP model information 
and their interactions with the Training Tool. An additional integration aspect addresses the 
creation of appropriate learning content which is provided by the gaming tools in the context 
of the THREAT-ARREST training programmes. During the creation of learning content for the 
different THREAT-ARREST pilots, it has been shown that the gaming tools provide the 
necessary flexibility to address most different scenarios. 

The introduced process for the creation of new content for the AWRENESS QUIZ is supportive 
by keeping the learning content up to date. The tagging of learning content by metadata enables 
a straightforward realization of quizzes for certain themes. 

The specified data protection policy will ensure that THREAT-ARREST will be compliant to 
the GDPR. 

Finally, this deliverable is part of the milestone “MS6 – Final version of THREAT-ARREST 
components”, due at M30. 
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